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also apply to vessels in the open-access
fishery. All times are local times.

(i) Pre-season closure—Open-access
and limited entry fisheries.

(A) Sablefish taken with nontrawl
gear in the limited entry or open access
fishery in the EEZ may not be retained
or landed from noon August 3 through
noon August 6.

(B) All nontrawl gear used to take and
retain groundfish must be out of EEZ
waters from noon August 3 through
noon August 6, except that pot gear
used to take and retain groundfish may
be deployed and baited in the EEZ after
noon on August 5.

(ii) Regular season—Limited entry
fishery. The regular season for the
limited entry nontrawl sablefish fishery
begins at 1201 hours on August 6.
During the regular season, the limited
entry nontrawl sablefish fishery may be
subject to trip limits to protect juvenile
sablefish. The regular season will end
when 70 percent of the limited entry

nontrawl allocation has been or is
projected to be taken. The end of the
regular season may be announced in the
Federal Register either before or during
the regular season.

(iii) Mop-up season—Limited entry
fishery. A mop-up season to take the
remainder of the limited entry nontrawl
allocation will begin about 3 weeks after
the end of the regular season, or as soon
as practicable thereafter. During the
mop-up fishery, cumulative trip limits
will be imposed. The length of the mop-
up season and amount of the cumulative
trip limit, including the time period to
which it applies, will be determined by
the Regional Director in consultation
with the Council or its Groundfish
Management Team, and will be based
primarily on the amount of fish
remaining in the allocation and the
number of participants anticipated. The
Regional Director may determine that
too little of the nontrawl allocation

remains to conduct an orderly or
manageable fishery, in which case there
will not be a mop-up season.

(iv) The dates that the regular season
ends (and trip limits on sablefish of all
sizes are resumed) and the mop-up
season begins and ends, and the size of
the trip limit for the mop-up fishery,
will be announced in the Federal
Register, and may be modified.

(v) Trip and/or frequency limits may
be imposed in the limited entry fishery
before and after the regular season, and
after the mop-up season, under
paragraph (c) of this section. Trip and/
or size limits to protect juvenile
sablefish in the limited entry or open-
access fisheries also may be imposed at
any time under paragraph (c) of this
section. Trip limits may be imposed in
the open-access fishery at any time
under paragraph (c) of this section.
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